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For more than 70 years Canon has been
at the forefront of technology that has
benefited the Public Sector.
Today, Canon has the broadest portfolio of imaging
solutions, professional services and expert consultancy to
suit the challenges faced by all government departments.
Its innovative solutions increase efficiency across all types
of citizen services and engagement, while improving the
ease of collaboration, leading to better departmental
outcomes.
We recognise that you do not have the luxury to build
solutions from scratch, and that your legacy systems work
against you by locking information away in silos. It makes
data difficult to access
and use in a collaborative manner. While the use of
technology in the UK is high, there remains
a significant number of citizens who lack access to digital
services. But you still need to be responsive to their needs,
while delivering services quickly and cost-effectively.

We are agile enough to scale and meet any crisis or
seasonal demand, and bring innovative solutions into
the heart of government. Canon have been a supplier
to the Public Sector for many years, delivering national
and localised programmes across the Cabinet Office,
welfare, defence, healthcare, policing and education.
We’ve done this by removing duplication and waste across
your content, communications and print management
processes. And by using IT to improve access to
information, increase transparency and speed delivery to
citizens.
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Canon have a suite of solutions and services available through 6 Lots
of this framework.
Dealing with citizen enquiries

People and HR data

Departments across government receive all manner of
inbound forms, like passport and

Process Automation is able to capture data from all
sources and reduce the administrative workloads of your
HR teams. There’s no need to key in data, which improves
accuracy and you have an audit trail of each record. HR
teams will also be able to concentrate on core duties,
rather than data entry and management.

benefit applications. Our Digital Mailroom captures this
information regardless of volume or media and ensures it
gets to the right department, reducing costs and speeding
response times.

Complex version control

Remanufacturing

There can be no mistakes with ballot papers and
examination papers, and our automated Specialist
Document Management ensures the accuracy and security
of the largest print runs, across multiple locations.

The Public Sector will benefit from our environmentally
friendly remanufactured multifunctional devices (MFDs)
that are supplied with the same service plan as our
standard machines, meaning no matter what the mix
of devices is within your print infrastructure, they will
experience the same high level of service throughout.

Personalised leaflets, posters and banners
Produce high quality, high volume Marketing
Communications for print and digital. Our solution delivers
secure access and production, archiving and end-to-end
management, quickly delivering bespoke assets of all
shapes and sizes.

Cutting edge technology
Our 3D Printing technology allows you to manufacture
your own parts in the field, reducing downtime and costs
whilst bringing agility and efficiencies. Our state-of-the-art
print technologies allow for printing on almost any surface,
allowing you to communicate with all types of audience.

Dealing with suppliers
The Canon Digital Mailroom takes the onus off the manual
management of mail like supplier invoices by automating
the process. Regardless of volumes, it’s able to capture
and validate mail and automatically route it to the
appropriate user.
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